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Wanted By The Werewolf Prince
Read the series with over 100 thousand five star ratings ★★★★★ across all platforms. Readers love being a part of the
Grey Wolves Pack! This is one of my absolute favorite series. Quinn has a way of telling a story with so much emotion you
can almost feel what the characters feel. She tells the story with great detail and enthusiasm. ~Amazon verified review.
This collection includes the first six books of the series at a discount of 50% off the regular price. Prince of Wolves Blood
Rites Just One Drop Out of the Dark Beyond the Veil Fate and Fury The Grey Wolves series follows the adventures of three
high school seniors, Jacque, Jen, and Sally, as the girls are introduced to the hidden world of the Romanian grey wolves. The
grey wolves' universe is populated with dominant male Alpha werewolves who slowly succumb to the darkness within them
unless they find their true mates. It just so happens these three ladies are destined to become true mates to some of the
most powerful males in the Canis lupus world. But destiny won't be fulfilled without a fight. Female Canis lupus are few and
far between, and sinister dominant wolves will rise to challenge for the right to mate with these new, unique females. Then
ensuring chaos will undermine the strength of the packs, just when a new threat to the Canis lupus world emerges, one that
can only be defeated by the strength that comes from the special union of true mates. What readers are saying: ★★★★★
All-time favorite Wolf Series ★★★★★ My new favorite series! ★★★★★ this book was my escape from all of it The way Fane
and Jacquelyn meet is right out of every girls' dreams.. ★★★★★ This book is completely awesome I'm loving the series
can't wait to read the next one I totally recommend this book. If you like shifter novels, then you'll love the Grey Wolves
Series. Don't start this series unless you're ready to join the pack. You will get hooked!
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The Alpha's Mate
Little known fact about being a werewolf: There are always wolves at your door and some of them are up to no good. Chloe
Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a null no more, her wolf has finally come. She's now a full member of her pack
in the remote Appalachian 'were town' of Hunstville. Even better, she's mated to the pack's next alpha, Jackson Swift.
However, now that she's on the other side of her happy ending, things aren't quite as rosy as she'd expected. The women of
her pack resent her status as alpha's mate, and suddenly there are rumors that Chloe is an Omega, a werewolf so weak
they are banned from ever mating. Worse, an old friend of Jackson's blows into town full of disapproval and competition. It
seems no one likes Chloe except Jackson. Then women start disappearing, violently kidnapped from their homes and never
heard from again. There's a killer on the loose in the small town of Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to have is
Chloe. Now Chloe will have to fight for Jackson, her place in the pack, and her life.

American Wolf
There are normal random life events, like falling in love with a stranger, and then there is "having your first gay experience
with with an (admittedly very sexy) Alpha werewolf and ending up pregnant" kind of random. Ethan is a normal guy, until
he is hired to entertain the werewolves during the annual Mating Ball. He goes in expecting to have a good nigth and make
some extra money on the side. What he doesn't expect is for one of the Alpha wolves to show an interest in him. Max, a
succesful entrepreneur and one of the top Alpha's in the city, has been getting pressure from his all sides to find a mate,
settle down and prove his Alpha genes. Only, he has no interest in doing any of those things, until he meets Ethan. He
wants nothing else than to take Ethan as his mate, even if the man insists that he is straight. After a wirlwind night, Ethan
wakes up pregnant. Something neither of them realised was possible. Now the two men need to navigate the next steps of
their relationship, living together, getting married and all the while trying to keep the pregnancy out of the media. It isn’t
easy, not on either of them, but they are hell bent on making it work, for the baby, for their families and for each other. This
box set consists of the FULL Mated to the Alpha serial, this includes: Omega's Fate, Omega's Home, Omega's Pack, Omega's
Bond, Omega’s Love, Omega’s Wedding, Omega’s Baby and Omega’s Future. All eight books in one handy bundle!

Shine (Mageri Series: Book 5)
5th and Final Installment by USA Today Bestselling author. Love is infinite. Hate is absolute. In the short span of a year,
Silver has gone from becoming a Mage to discovering the truth about her unique genetics. Logan Cross went from her
mortal enemy to her immortal lover, but a threat is fast approaching like an inevitable storm. Attacks are underway against
the Mageri and one man is behind it--an elusive foe who is an unstoppable force. Nero is not Silver's only concern as
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someone close to her is arrested for treason. In the midst of chaos, Silver discovers she cannot protect everyone from the
wrath of fate, including her own Ghuardian. Justus finally opens his heart, but an unexpected turn of events could darken
his soul forever. Secrets are revealed that will leave you reeling from one twist after the next. Would you sacrifice
everything for love? Destiny has set sail and once she alters her course, no one's life will ever be the same in this explosive
conclusion to the Mageri Series. MAGERI SERIES READING ORDER: Book 1 - Sterling (Mageri Series: Book 1) USA TODAY
BESTSELLER Book 2 - Twist (Mageri Series: Book 2) Book 3 - Impulse (Mageri Series: Book 3) Book 4 - Gravity (Mageri
Series: Book 4) Book 5 - Shine (Mageri Series: Book 5) Final Installment! Book 6 - The Gift (Bonus Novella: Coming 12/6/16)
MAGERI WORLD NOVEL Risk **NOW AVAILABLE** SEVEN SERIES READING ORDER: Book 1 - Seven Years (Seven Series #1)
Book 2 - Six Months (Seven Series #2) Book 3 - Five Weeks (Seven Series #3) Book 4 - Four Days (Seven Series #4) Book 5
- Three Hours (Seven Series #5) Book 6 - Two Minutes (Seven Series #6) USA TODAY BESTSELLER Book 7 - One Second
(Seven Series #7) Book 8 - Winter Moon (Bonus Novella: Coming 11/29/16) SEVEN WORLD Charming OTHER BOOKS: Closer:
A Novella Keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, fantasy, mage, vampires, shifters, magic, mystic, supernatural,
dannika dark, mystery, love story, romance, romantic, hea, hot release, bestseller, heroine, dangerous, suspense, action,
hero, alpha male, bad boy, mystery, mages, werewolf, wolves, sexy, steamy, tearjerker, magical powers, elements,
adventure, exciting, twists, british, tattoos, secrets,

Mated to the Alpha [Full Collection]
An alpha wolf searching for his mate… Max Stone rules the werewolves of Boise, Idaho. Driven to serve and protect them he
has put aside all personal desire for too long. Now a long dormant urge to find his mate has taken control, compelling him
to make her his in every way. New in town and driven by forces she can’t imagine… Kelly Shaw dedicates her life to
studying wolves. New in Boise she is driven to prove herself capable in her field. A fateful meeting with a handsome
stranger introduces her to a whole new world, bringing out the wolf within. Fate ties Kelly and Max together, but life may
drag them apart. A 14,000 word novelette, first in the Werewolf Mates series Get the first in the series free! The Alpha's
Mate will give you werewolves, paranormal erotic romance, mates, and alpha males. Continue the series with: The Lawyer's
Mate The Doctor's Mate The Werewolf Mates Anthology and Her Wolf's Desire

Hungry Like the Wolf
“The powerful origin story of one of Yellowstone’s greatest and most famous wolves.” —Washington Post “[The Rise of Wolf
8] is a goldmine for information on all aspects of wolf behavior and clearly shows they are clever, smart, and emotional
beings.” —Psychology Today Yellowstone National Park was once home to an abundance of wild wolves—but park rangers
killed the last of their kind in the 1920s. Decades later, the rangers brought them back, with the first wolves arriving from
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Canada in 1995. This is the incredible true story of one of those wolves. Wolf 8 struggles at first—he is smaller than the
other pups, and often bullied—but soon he bonds with an alpha female whose mate was shot. An unusually young alpha
male, barely a teenager in human years, Wolf 8 rises to the occasion, hunting skillfully, and even defending his family from
the wolf who killed his father. But soon he faces a new opponent: his adopted son, who mates with a violent alpha female.
Can Wolf 8 protect his valley without harming his protégé? Authored by a renowned wolf researcher and gifted storyteller,
The Rise of Wolf 8 marks the beginning of The Alpha Wolves of Yellowstone series, which will transform our view of wolves
forever.

Wild Game (Wilding Pack Wolves 1) - Wolf Shifter Paranormal Romance, Military Romance
An omega looking for something more.Five years ago, Remy Lovell and his mother were exiled from their Dog Hills pack
and left to fend for themselves. When they joined the Meadow Lake wolves, it was with the hope that they could start again
and build a new life for themselves. When Remy rejects the newly risen alpha's offer to mate, he's marked as a traitor and
sentenced to die.An alpha with a missing piece of his heart.Colby Thorne couldn't forget his first love. They had something
as teenagers, but when Remy and his mother disappeared, a piece of Colby's heart went missing with him. Remy's return
ignites a passion inside of Colby that he never imagined he would be able to feel again. He promises himself that he only
wants to help his former friend, but the feelings are stronger than ever.Reunited at last.As the future Head Alpha, Colby
offers to keep Remy safe and help him through his pain, but Remy's resistance, and his hatred for alphas, makes their
alliance an uneasy one. Remy's return has dangerous consequences, and these two unlikely allies must work together to
keep the Dog Hills Pack, and Remy, safe.The Alpha's Scarred Mate is a gay romance novel set in an omegaverse with alpha,
beta, and omega dynamics. This world also features wolf shifters, knotting, and themes of male pregnancy (mpreg). This
second chance love story is part of a series, but has a HFN ending with no cheating.***While mpreg is possible in this world,
this book does NOT contain an mpreg storyline. However, book #1.5 (The Alpha's Birthday Gift) does, and The Alpha's
Scarred Mate paperback contains the free story.***This story contains adult content. You must be 18 years or older to read.

The Alpha's Choice
Top 100 Bestseller! As seen on the USA Today website's HEA Blog! "The books in Michelle Fox's Huntsville Pack Series are
sexy paranormal romances full of twists that will keep your heart on edge." NY Times bestselling author Milly Taiden "This is
the third shifter story I've read from this author, and I love the edge of humor, the way she introduces the problems of the
pack, and the wolfish behavior that sneaks into the human interaction." Little known fact about being a werewolf: There are
always wolves at your door and some of them are up to no good. Chloe Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a null
no more, her wolf has finally come. She's now a full member of her pack in the remote Appalachian 'weretown' of
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Hunstville. Even better, she's mated to the pack's next alpha, Jackson Swift. However, now that she's on the other side of
her happy ending, things aren't quite as rosy as she'd expected. The women of her pack resent her status as alpha's mate
and suddenly there are rumors that Chloe is an Omega, a werewolf so weak they are banned from ever mating. Worse, an
old friend of Jackson's blows into town full of disapproval.and competition. It seems no one likes Chloe except Jackson. Then
women start disappearing, violently kidnapped from their homes and never heard from again. There's a killer on the loose
in the small town of Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to have is Chloe. Now Chloe will have to fightfor Jackson,
her place in the pack, and her life. This standalone novel is a sequel to the bestselling story Bring Her Wolf.

Just One Drop
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The enthralling story of the rise and reign of O-Six, the celebrated Yellowstone wolf, and
the people who loved or feared her Before men ruled the earth, there were wolves. Once abundant in North America, these
majestic creatures were hunted to near extinction in the lower 48 states by the 1920s. But in recent decades,
conservationists have brought wolves back to the Rockies, igniting a battle over the very soul of the West. With novelistic
detail, Nate Blakeslee tells the gripping story of one of these wolves, O-Six, a charismatic alpha female named for the year
of her birth. Uncommonly powerful, with gray fur and faint black ovals around each eye, O-Six is a kind and merciful leader,
a fiercely intelligent fighter, and a doting mother. She is beloved by wolf watchers, particularly renowned naturalist Rick
McIntyre, and becomes something of a social media star, with followers around the world. But as she raises her pups and
protects her pack, O-Six is challenged on all fronts: by hunters, who compete with wolves for the elk they both prize; by
cattle ranchers who are losing livestock and have the ear of politicians; and by other Yellowstone wolves who are vying for
control of the park’s stunningly beautiful Lamar Valley. These forces collide in American Wolf, a riveting multigenerational
saga of hardship and triumph that tells a larger story about the ongoing cultural clash in the West—between those fighting
for a vanishing way of life and those committed to restoring one of the country’s most iconic landscapes.

Iron Wolves MC
THE ALPHA'S WOMAN by A.C. Arthur Kira Radney is all delicious curves and strong will and has no desire to be a subservient
mate. When a member of her father's pack attempts to make her his mate by force, Kira has no choice but to flee. The last
thing she wants is to submit to any male and their pack. But when her escape attempt leads her straight into the arms of an
alpha wolf-a sexy, dangerous, protective alpha-Kira must fight against her need to be free, and her secret desire to be
controlled FERAL PASSIONS (A Feral Passions Novel) by Kate Douglas Welcome to Feral Passions, a luxurious private resort
nestled in a preserve and staffed by dangerously sexy men, making it a haven for women who want to get away from it all.
But Feral Passions is a front for a deeper, sexier secret-it's a hunting ground for these men. Men focused on meeting each
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woman's every need. Men who are also the beautiful wolves running wildand who are looking for mates. Chereza Dubios is
more comfortable solving math equations than she is with her voluptuous body and meeting men. But when her younger
sister and best friend trick her into vacationing at Feral Passions, Cherry finds herself attracted and torn between two men
who find her curvy body and intelligent mind irresistible. Two men who share a secret-they want to share her. But that
takes trust-can Cherry open herself to love with two sensual and powerful werewolves?

Alpha Initiation (Alpha Blood #1) (Werewolf Romance)
Rebecca wasn't looking for trouble on her night out with her girlfriends, but trouble found her in the form of a dark and
handsome stranger. He swept her up and plopped her down in a world of werewolves, blood feuds, and political intrigue
with a healthy dose of scandalous sex. Now she has to learn the ways of her new world before their enemies take them out
of it.

The Reign of Wolf 21
Almost a century ago, Angela Lavigne and Alpha werewolf Knox had a shared a passion neither could control. Then Angela
was turned into a vampire and disappeared. The last thing Knox expects is for Angela to show up on his doorstep on a
rescue mission, as sexy and irresistible as ever. And he can sense how much she still wants him, too. She's gone against
both their species' rules and trespassed on his land. By law he can keep her as long as he wants—and Knox doesn't intend
to let her go ever again. As their desire explodes once again, Knox is more sure than ever that he's must claim her forever.
But as vampire and werewolf, they are natural born enemies. Can she truly be his destined mate?

The Alpha's Mate (Huntsville Pack Book 1)
Welcome to Rabbit Creek.City girl Elizabeth Reynolds hopes to find peace and contentment in the small Appalachian town
of Rabbit Creek. Okay, so the bucolic cottage she's rented turns out to be a dilapidated cabin without phone service, but the
people she meets are wonderful. Friendly and down to earth, they welcome her with open arms. It's just like moving to
Mayberry if Andy and Aunt Bea were wolves. Only an outsider would call them werewolves. They're wolvers, a community of
man/beasts that have lived in these hills since their ancestors emigrated from Scotland three hundred years ago. And that
gorgeous Chief of Police, Marshall Goodman, the guy she met while covered in mud and wearing granny underpants? The
one who sends her heart spinning? He's their Alpha and his pack is under attack from outside forces. Elizabeth, being a
sane and reasonable woman, wants no part of any of this, but if she refuses to risk her life and her heart, the people she's
grown to care about will lose everything and she'll lose the one man she was born to love.
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The Alpha's Temporary Mate
Iron Wolves Books 1-4 Plus Bonus Christmas NovellaGet the first four books of the bestselling Iron Wolves series by USA
Today Bestselling Author Elle Boon in this four book set. Four larger than life alphas, who are sexy as sin, yet when they find
their mates, they find a side to themselves they'd never known. You'll also find heroines who are never to stupid to live and
are every bit as amazing as the heroes.Warning: contains sexy alphas, fearsome fights, fiery love scenes and fiercely
protective mates that can melt even the toughest feminine heart. Oh, and did I mention there's a crazy Fae Queen you
can't help but love?Lyric's Accidental Mate, book 1: A WOMAN IN NEED OF SAVINGA TOUGH AS NAILS SOLDIERA LOVE
BEYOND REASONWhen They Collide, everything changes Xan's Feisty Mate, book 2: A FEMALE SHIFTER LOOKING FOR
SOMEONE TO LOVETHE ALPHA WITH AN ATTITUDE What happens when someone threatens the woman he denies is his?
He'll tear the world apart to protect her. Kellen's Tempting Mate, book 3: AN UNDENIABLE BONDTHE BIG BAD ALPHAA NOT
SO NAÏVE SHE WOLFWill Kellen be able to claim his mate before she's taken away from him forever?Slater's Enchanted
Mate, book 4: WOUNDED AND HIDDEN FOR YEARSNEVER ONE TO BACK DOWNWHEN YOU STIR A HORNET'S NEST When you
stir a hornet's nestyou should always be prepared for what might come out. An Iron Wolves Christmas Bonus: In this
novella, catch up on some of your favorite characters and see if our favorite sexy wolf, Xander Carmichael finally becomes a
father after all that practicing, or if a Christmas miracle isn't in the cards for this wolf and his sexy mate. "A must read
paranormal story" New York Times bestselling author LORA LEIGH"Hot Sassy paranormal romance! Ms. Boon writes a
fantastic series." USA Bestselling Author PATRICIA RASEY"Elle Boon's Iron Wolves MC, has it all--dangerous, compelling men
and smart, sassy women. These shifters will do whatever it takes to protect what is theirs. They'll make you long for an Iron
Wolf all your own." New York Times & USA bestselling author N.j. Walters. Night Owl Reviews Top Pick Just when you think
you know where Ms Boon is going with her Iron Wolves MC she gives you a twist that you never expected. These are fast
paced paranormal erotic romances and I can't wait until the next story comes out. I wonder what new twist Ms Boon will
bring into this series.

The Alpha's Scarred Mate
*This book was previously published, the author received her rights back, and is now publishing it herself*Michael Kane
arrives in New Orleans in search of his missing sister. Although he does not find her, he does, in fact, find his mate. She is a
shifter, a member of the pack of wolf shifters who, until recently, hid his sister from Michael's father Kendrick Kane. But
Scarlett Knoll is not like any other wolf-shifter Michael has ever met and Michael realizes quickly that it won't be a fast
courtship to win the heart of the lady he has waited over two hundred years to meet.Latent, which means that her wolf
never presented, Scarlett has been beaten and abused by a wolf pack that has been led for years by dysfunctional Alphas
bent on power instead of protection. When she meets Michael, she instinctually knows he's her mate. However, she expects
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him to abandon her for someone else who is capable of shifting.Left with no other choice, Michael will have to teach the
wolves in the New Orleans pack how real Alpha shifters behave, while showing his mate he is a man of his word.

Wolves of Angels Rest: Books 1-3 plus bonus Book 4
[Siren Menage Amour: Erotic Contemporary Menage Romance, Werewolves, F/M/M/M/M] When Lacey Roberts visits her
beloved godmother, the last thing she needs is more complications. She's on the run helping a woman and child disappear.
But her godmother's grandsons are definitely complications. All four have decided she's their mate. To top it all off, she
discovers that they're werewolves, Alphas' of the pack. And they have no intention of letting her go. Lars, Damien, Wes and
Seth Tougarret are half brothers, Alphas, kept apart as children. Their father's death before they were born divided the
pack. Because of their grandmother, they've learned to get along. Barely. Stunned to learn they share a mate, they must
form a bond. Especially when they learn someone wants her dead. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

A Wanton Woman
Prince Ral of the House of Nightclaw, Duke of Some Random Planet, Lord Master Stud may be the handsomest prince in the
universe. But that doesn't mean he can tell me what to do.

Guardian's Grace
Jennifer Adams, best friend to Jacque Pierce and Sally Morgan, spicy, out spoken, a little crazy and humanor so she thought.
Jen has just found out that human DNA is not the only thing that resides in her veins, she happens to share that little pesky
werewolf gene, although it isn't more than just a drop. Now that she and her friends are living in Romania with Fane's pack,
she is also oh so conveniently stuck with the object of her affection, the fur ball Decebel. Drawn to each other by something
they don't understand Jen finds herself frustrated by the lack of mating signs between her and said fur ball. Not only is she
dealing with that not so un-frustrating problem, she now has been informed that because of that little drop of werewolf
blood in her she is now required to attended a multi-pack gathering for un-mated wolves. This type of gathering hasn't
taken place in over a century but with a shortage of females among the werewolf population the males are getting worried
they won't ever find their true mates. Meanwhile, Decebel struggles with the emotions he is feeling towards Jen. He tries to
keep his distance but there is just something about the mouthy blonde that keeps him coming back for more of her verbal
abuse that he just can't seem to get enough ofgo figure.

Dirty Wolf
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Begin the award-winning Grey Wolves Series with the first three books: Prince of Wolves, Blood Rites, and Just one Drop.
The Grey Wolves Series follows the adventures of three high school seniors, Jacque, Jen, and Sally, as the girls are
introduced to the hidden world of the Romanian grey wolves. The grey wolves' universe is populated with dominant Alpha
male werewolves who slowly succumb to the darkness within them unless they find their true mates. It just so happens
these three ladies are destined to become true mates to some of the most powerful males in the Canis lupus world. But
destiny won't be fulfilled without a fight. Female Canis lupus are few and far between, and sinister dominant wolves will rise
to challenge for the right to mate with these new, unique females. The ensuing chaos will undermine the strength of the
packs, just when a new threat to the Canis lupus world emerges, one that can only be defeated by the strength that comes
from the special union of true mates.

Rogue Alpha
One touch made her crave him. Her shocking choice will change everything. Biology student Laura Prince lands a plum
internship deep in the Michigan wilderness. When she discovers a lone black wolf with piercing gold eyes in the forest, she
feels a connection to him she can’t explain. Stranger still, no one believes what she saw was real. Then, she encounters
Malcolm Devane -- a very real, tall, dark, brooding stranger with hauntingly familiar golden eyes. Laura is drawn to Mal in
ways she knows are dangerous. But, when everything Laura has worked for gets torn away, he’s the only one she can turn
to. Exiled from his native pack lands, Mal is on a mission of redemption. If he can bring down a rival Alpha wolf and reclaim
his pack, he just might get the chance to return home. But when he meets Laura, she stirs a dark passion in him he thought
he could never have again. He knows instantly that she’s his fated mate but it may be the very thing that gets her killed.
For a powerful enemy with nothing left to lose won’t hesitate to hurt Laura to get to Mal. Even though Mal knows the safest
thing to do is walk away, the dark wolf inside him may be too strong to deny. Reader’s Note: Each book in the Wild Lake
Wolves series is a full length, standalone, cliffhanger free, super sexy, werewolf shifter romance. You can read them in any
order but the smoking hot events within each are interconnected and happen chronologically. These wolves like it rough! If
you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out. However if you like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and
the kickass heroines who will do anything to please them, then one-click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: Wolf
shifter romance, werewolf, werewolves, shapeshifters, new adult and college romance, fated mates, claimed mates, strong
alpha male, strong female character

Werewolf Romance: The Alpha's Mate (Huntsville Pack Book 1)(erotica, paranormal romance,
urban fantasy romance)
"Hot, action-packed, and sexy as hell."-Sara Humphreys, award-winning author of Vampire Trouble INTRODUCING SWAT:
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SPECIAL WOLF ALPHA TEAM They're tight They're on target They're as alpha as men can get The Dallas SWAT team is
hiding one helluva secretthey're a pack of wolf shifters. The team of elite sharpshooters is ultra-secretive-and also the
darlings of Dallas. This doesn't sit well with investigative journalist Mackenzie Stone. They must be hiding somethingand
she's determined to find out what. Keeping Mac at a distance proves impossible for SWAT team commander Gage Dixon.
She's smart, sexy, and makes him feel alive for the first time in years. But she's getting dangerously close to the truth-and
perilously close to his heart SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf Wolf Trouble In the Company of
Wolves Praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today bestselling
author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Dangerously sexy and satisfying."-Virna DePaul, New York Times bestselling author of
the Belladonna Agency series "Nonstop action and hair-raising storytelling done well."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars

Alphas' Mate
Celia Lawrence can't show her face in her conservative, small town. First, she discovered her husband in bed with another
man's wife, and then she witnessed both their murders. While she didn't pull the trigger, small town gossip is not forgiving
and everywhere she goes she is chastised for not being woman enough to keep her straying husband at home. Eager to
flee her old life, Celia heads to Colorado as a mail-order bride. As mayor of Slate Springs, Colorado, Luke Tate is expected to
set the example. Their small town is hidden away in a remote mountainous region where few women have the courage or
desire to tread. As mayor, it falls to him to test out their newly passed law and share a wife with his brother. The truth is,
Luke has no interest in a woman of his own, and agrees to a mail-order bride out of duty, not anticipation. His brother,
Walker, is jaded and hard after the death of his first wife. For Walker, loving again is out of the question. But a man has
needs, and he'll eagerly take his pleasure from their new bride while expecting Luke to provide the tenderness and caring a
woman expects. A marriage based on everything but love should be doomed. But Celia, Luke and Walker discover one thing
they have in common: desire. Will that be strong enough to survive the danger that follows Celia from Texas? Will desire be
strong enough to teach the three that sometimes you have to risk everything for love?

Alpha Shifter Standalone Collection
Fairytales do come true Katarina Bennett stopped believing in fairytales a long time ago. Prince Charming doesn't exist.
Careful planning is what makes dreams come true and that's what she's spent her adult life doing. Now those plans have
fallen apart. She's lost everything; her fiance, her job and her home. Determined to make a new start, Kat takes a job as a
governess and teacher for five orphaned children and finds herself in an old Gothic mansion in the middle of nowhere with
people who aren't what they seem. Charles Goodman is the Alpha of his wolver pack, the modern descendants of an
ancient line of man/beasts who've hidden among the human race for centuries. Charles has his hands full with taking his
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pack in a new direction and dealing with dissention in the ranks and doubts about his own abilities to lead, but when he
meets his feisty new employee, he begins to believe in a future he didn't think feasible. Together, Charles and Kat, Alpha
and Mate, set out to prove all things are possible and fairytales do come true.

Claimed by the Mate, Vol. 1
Jacque Pierce was just an ordinary 17 year old girl getting ready to start her senior year in high school in Coldspring, Texas.
When a mysterious foreign exchange student from Romania moves in across the street, Jacque and her two best friends,
Sally and Jen, don't realize the last two weeks of their summer was going to get a lot more interesting. From the moment
Jacque sets eyes on Fane she feels an instant connection, a pull like a moth to a flame. Little does she know that the flame
she is drawn to is actually a Canis Lupus, werewolf, and she just happens to be his mate; the other half of his soul. The
problem is Fane is not the only wolf in Coldspring, Texas. Just as Fane and Jacque are getting to know each other, another
wolf steps out to try and claim Jacque as his mate. Fane will now have to fight for the right to complete the mating bond,
something that is his right by birth but is being denied him by a crazed Alpha. Will the love Fane has for Jacque be enough
to give him the strength to defeat his enemy, will Jacque accept that she is Fane's mate and complete the bond between
them?

The Grey Wolves Series Books 1-6
“A redemption story, an adventure story, and perhaps above all, a love story.” —Nate Blakeslee, New York Timesbestselling author of American Wolf The Druid Peak Pack was the most famous wolf pack in Yellowstone National Park, and
maybe even in the world. This is the dramatic true story of its remarkable leader, Wolf 21. In this compelling follow-up to
the national bestseller The Rise of Wolf 8, Rick McIntyre profiles one of Yellowstone’s most revered alpha males, Wolf 21.
Leader of the Druid Peak Pack, Wolf 21 was known for his unwavering bravery, his unusual benevolence (unlike other
alphas, he never killed defeated rival males), and his fierce commitment to his mate, the formidable Wolf 42. Wolf 21 and
Wolf 42 were attracted to each other the moment they met—but Wolf 42’s jealous sister interfered viciously in their
relationship. After an explosive insurrection within the pack, the two wolves came together at last as leaders of the Druid
Peak Pack, which dominated the park for more than 10 years. McIntyre recounts the pack’s fascinating saga with
compassion and a keen eye for detail, drawing on his many years of experience observing Yellowstone wolves in the wild.
His outstanding work of science writing offers unparalleled insight into wolf behavior and Yellowstone’s famed wolf
reintroduction project. It also offers a love story for the ages. “Like Thomas McNamee, David Mech, Barry Lopez, and other
literary naturalists with an interest in wolf behavior, McIntyre writes with both elegance and flair, making complex biology
and ethology a pleasure to read. Fans of wild wolves will eat this one up.” —Kirkus starred review
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The Rise of Wolf 8
As the only she-wolf in a generation, Lucia McGraw’s destined to mate with a Wild Lake Alpha. An arranged marriage will
cement the peace on Wild Lake and secure her brother’s power among the packs for decades to come. There’s just one
problem. Free spirit Lucia’s never been one to do what she’s told. To her brother’s constant frustration, she never misses a
chance to raise a little hell. When Lucia finds an outlaw shifter trespassing on pack lands, chasing him off is just the kind of
trouble Lucia loves to stir up. But this cat stands his ground and ignites a primal need in her she wasn’t expecting. Acting on
it could raise a little too much hell. For Lucia, catching this tiger by the tail might just bring the packs to the brink of war.
Clint Yeager wasn’t looking for trouble. After a brutal shifter war in South America, he’s just hoping to lick his wounds and
get as far north as he can. But he’s never seen anything like Lucia before. He thought female shifters were extinct. Her
feral, passionate nature stirs his inner tiger past the point of control. The smart thing to do would be to keep on running and
forget he ever saw her. But, his animal has other ideas and pursuing her might just put Clint in the crosshairs of every wolf
shifter in the country. Reader’s Note: This story takes place roughly 30 years before the events in the main Wild Lake
Wolves series. Each book in the Wild Lake Wolves series (including this one) is a full length, stand alone, cliffhanger free,
super sexy werewolf shifter romance. Book Themes: Wolf shifter romance, paranormal romance, werewolves, witches and
wizardry and magic, fated mates, historical romance 20th Century, strong female character, possessive alpha male, full
length, stand alone novel, tiger shifter, weretiger

His Mate and His Mistress
It is time for Angeline to be mated and she has little choice in the matter. That is because it is her mother who is
responsible for matching Alphas with good potential females. So she is determined that her daughter be matched with one
of the most eligible bachelors around. That man is Clyde. Strong, handsome, dominant and, most importantly, LOYAL to the
woman he wants. Angeline is about to discover just how much she really needs an Alpha in her life. The only problem is
Clyde is not so sure he really needs Angeline in his life. Can Clyde learn to want and love Angeline as his mate? Or is
Angeline set to forever be the Alpha's "Unwanted Mate"?

Destined Mate
A human girl discovers she is the mate of the newest Enforcer and must quickly learn to balance self-preservation and
courage when the highly political and revengeful world of werewolves closes in on her. Wolves were never the most
frightening thing in Margo's world. No, the most frightening thing had to be the shifters under the wolves' fur. The shifters
lived in a violent world governed by the strongest and most powerful of their kind, the Enforcers, and Margo's mate
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happens to be the newest one. Theo has trained to become Alpha his entire life, and when he is elected to become the
newest Enforcer, he accepts the responsibility with great honor. He didn't expect to meet his mate so quickly after
accepting the position, and he certainly did not expect her to be human. The only way to protect a human in a world of
ruthless shifters is to turn Margo into a shifter herself, but she isn't going down without a fight. After all, Margo's only wish is
to remain human in the midst of war, chaos, and vengeful Alphas who will do everything to take Theo and Margo down.
Follow Theo and Margo as they navigate their new relationship, angry Alpha wolves, and one secret that could ruin them all.

Simply Alpha Wolves
The story continues with the trials that interrupt Adelina and Demitrey's "Happy ever after".Our fearless leaders are faced
with both new and old enemies. Some they can see, and others they cannot. When the Past comes back to haunt them,
Demitrey must learn what it really means to be an Alpha, while he finds himself growing into the husband and father he was
meant to be. Adelina gains a first seat glimpse into Demitrey's past, but that's not the only past she had to revise, in order
to know her full potential as Luna.Together they must risk everything by taking on an enemy that could destroy everything
they worked for, not to mention the possibility of the leaders losing themselves along they way. Yet, they risk it all for the
sake of their Daughter, family and pack. They must also risk everything to achieve the impossible: A true alliance between
a werewolf Pack and a Vampire clan. New treaties and new enemies. Old foes and new battles. Aged scars, and new battle
wounds. What could once be trusted, was now in question. And what was once believed to be real, turned out to be the
complete opposite. These moon crossed lovers find themselves so close to peace, yet so far.New relations, and deadly
betrayals. Love. War. Temptation. Lust. Blood shed. All the ingredients needed for the thrilling roller coaster that is
Demitrey's and Adelina's lives.Join these Moon-crossed Lovers on yet another adventure, and buckle up, it's going to be a
bumpy ride.*This story has been revised and edited**This story follows the sequel "His Mate and His Mistress: The Rise of a
Luna**This story is the third installment in the "His Mate and His Mistress" series*

Lyric's Accidental Mate
An unmissable opportunity to own 7 Best Selling Werewolf Romance Books In One Limited Edition Boxed Set. Simply Alpha
Wolves is Simply INCREDIBLE! This one-off package features some of the best selling authors from the world of Paranormal
Romance. Well known names such as Amira Rain, Jasmine White, Ellie Valentina and more have collaborated to bring you a
HUGE dose of sexy Alpha goodness. There will be love, romance, action and adventure alongside some hot mating in each
of these 7 amazing books. We are proud to say that EVERY book in this package has been a bestseller and has reached the
top 10 of the werewolves & shifter charts so you are guaranteed quality! By the way, each book can be read standalone
and none will leave you hanging! This is your chance to own them all! The 7 Incredible Books included in this collection for
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you are.

Stolen By Alphas Mate
- Awakened Alpha "There's an alpha inside of youwaiting to finally break loose" One chance to start anew One night of
unbridled passion One secret buried in blood One alpha that will bring the packs together Adeline doesn't know why she
chose the Virginia mountains, other than to escape the shadow of a horrible death hovering over her. Life seems simpler in
this town, until a bloodied and battered man is left behind at her bar. There's something about him that Adeline can't get
enough of. Is it his charm? Or the fact that he's longing to taste every part of her? As tensions and passions align, Adeline
discovers a secret world, and the secret connection she shares with it that's yearning to be unleashed. - Mating A Stranger
"The secret is out now, my child. You must run now, or our foes will snatch you up and we will never hear from you again!"
Her secret is out. Foes all around. A mysterious stranger who claims to be a friend A spy hides in the midst. Melanie had
spent her entire life doing her best to keep herself hidden from the special agents known as Enforcers, but nothing can last
forever. Her only chance comes in the form of a mysterious man whose eyes cause butterflies to rise in her stomach and
fire to course through her loins. He offers her a new home, a place she can be safe. She wants to believe it, but trust is not
something that has ever come to her easy. The years of loneliness have caught up with her, and the small glimmer of hope
at the thought of being able to find a happy future is too good for her to pass up. A fun-filled little action novel with some
tasteful romance. - Claimed by the Shifter "Can you find peace with your inner demons to find love again?" A heart filled
with vengeance. A love as pure as time itself. A rival hell bent on eradicating an entire race. Tobias lived a carefree life with
his family until the day the Roman soldiers took everything from him. Now he is hell-bent on exacting his revenge and he
has set his sights on the man responsible for his loss. But, the closer he gets to his target, the deeper he falls for Athena,
the senator's daughter. With nothing left to lose, Tobias takes matters into his own hands and realizes that second chances
are real. But, will Athena be able to handle his dark past and his wild nature? After all, Tobias is a werewolf and he doesn't
play by the rules of human society. As Tobias and Athena escape with their lives, Tobias finds himself falling in love againsomething he never thought possible. Can he forgive all the horrible things her father did or will he push love away?
Claimed by the Shifter is a story of redemption, second chances, and a love that forms legends.

The Alpha's Unwanted Mate
What reader's say about Michelle Fox's werewolves: "I love how well the characters are developed and rounded out - I feel
like I know about these characters before they jump in the sack - which for me is a HUGE deal!" "Fox adeptly weaves
several enchanting love scenes into her romance framework. Best of all, they actually add to the story." "This is the third
shifter story I've read from this author, and I love the edge of humor, the way she introduces the problems of the pack, and
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the wolfish behavior that sneaks into the human interaction." Little known fact about being a werewolf: There are always
wolves at your door and some of them are up to no good. Chloe Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a null no more,
her wolf has finally come. She's now a full member of her pack in the remote Appalachian 'weretown' of Hunstville. Even
better, she's mated to the pack's next alpha, Jackson Swift. However, now that she's on the other side of her happy ending,
things aren't quite as rosy as she'd expected. The women of her pack resent her status as alpha's mate and suddenly there
are rumors that Chloe is an Omega, a werewolf so weak they are banned from ever mating. Worse, an old friend of
Jackson's blows into town full of disapproval.and competition. It seems no one likes Chloe except Jackson. Then women start
disappearing, violently kidnapped from their homes and never heard from again. There's a killer on the loose in the small
town of Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to have is Chloe. Now Chloe will have to fightfor Jackson, her place in
the pack, and her life. This novel is a sequel to the bestselling To Bring Her Wolf.

Janine: His True Alpha
Stolen Mate
I never expected a night of drinking to end in blood and werewolves. I never expected any of it, not being pimped out by a
deranged alpha to repopulate their pack or to be seeking help from an overly serious, overtly sexy scarred stranger who
just so happens to be a werewolf himself. I don't have a choice but to trust him, but trusting him shouldn't involve being so
drawn to him. Why can't I stop? He said he had been alive for over seventy years, and that was just in passing, so how can I
trust that he isn't using me for his own nefarious schemes that I haven't found yet? Why would he help a random human
that he stumbled upon anyways? He's a lone werewolf who stumbled upon his True Mate in a cage, she's a flighty junior in
college who was only ever interested in sparkly fantasy. Are you ready to run with them through forests, lust, and intrigue?
Are they ready to face each other and that war-fractured pack chasing them for her fertility?

The Alpha's Mate
This box set collection includes the original "Mating Season" trilogy of the Wolves of Angels Rest where sexy wolf shifter
heroes find their strong and sassy fated mates, plus a bonus fourth story with a rare thunderbird shifter. HERO The mating
moon is rising… Maddie Joplin left the high desert town of Angels Rest with the searing memory of her one night in the arms
of the local golden boy nipping at her heels. Now, years later, she's back, haunted by a need she couldn't outrun and
determined to finally set herself free from wishes that can never come true. In the army, Kane Villalobos traveled the world,
seeking other shapeshifters who'd learned to live in harmony with human, only to find secrecy and death. He's destined to
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become alpha of the Mesa Diablo pack, but he can't forget the lush curves and quick mouth of the girl he had to leave
behind. Seeing her again arouses his wolf in dangerous ways, and keeping her safe—from himself and the perils of the
werewolf world—might mean letting her go forever. JOKER The mating moon is high… Born and raised in a clandestine
paramilitary cult dedicated to destroying all shapeshifting monsters, Leela Jones has to prove her worth by testing her
deadly new revolvers on the terrible white wolfman. Too bad he caught her. Even worse, she's not sure if she wants to get
away. Vicious werewolf hunters killed Bastian Villalobos' father and left him to run wild, dreaming of a someday revenge.
But when that someday comes, it's in the soft, quiet shape of a lonely woman suffering the same pain as him. She knows
him in a way no one else does, and together they could broker a ceasefire between their people. Except not everyone
wants peace… ROGUE The mating moon goes dark… Rafael Villalobos is a werewolf without his wolf. The beast is rogue,
gone hunting without him, making Rafe even more of a menace to his pack than the wolf hunters who hate them. He
doesn't know what the wolf wants…until it leads him straight to the sassy, luscious Darling Rowan. Bitten by a rogue wolf
that may or may not have been the sexiest Villalobos boy, Dare knows her quiet days as the county librarian are coming to
an end. She'll be coming too, if she can just get a certain stubborn man to admit that the simmering heat between them is
more than the mating moon. Bonus thunderbird shifter story! WARRIOR After the mating moon sets, the trouble is only
beginning… Thunder Cole may be the last of his kind. He'll help his distant shapeshifter kindred with their werewolf hunter
problem, but then he's moving on — alone. Until he meets Elizabeth Rowan. Bets became "Auntie Fate", a fake psychic
tarot reader, to support her orphaned niece, but she doesn't believe in the woo-woo magical world. Until she meets Thunder
Cole. Both of them think their second chances are long gone. They couldn't be more wrong. But a bitter enemy on a quest
for vengeance against the wolves of Angels Rest may destroy everything they love. A doubter will believe, a warrior will
rise, and passion will rule the day _________________________________________________ Keywords: werewolf wolf shifter
paranormal romance alpha male fated mates second chance at love friends to lovers coming home military hero
thunderbird bbw

The Grey Wolves Series Collection Books 1-3
Grace Masters always dreamed of a family she could call her own and always knew that for her, those dreams would never
come true. Yet here she is, in an old Victorian home, living and loving under the cover of night. Who knew the source of her
lifelong torment was really her gift as a Daughter of Man or that this gift could be controlled and used for something good?
Who knew there was another race called the Paenitentia who live side by side with humans? Who knew that demons were
real? Grace certainly didn't until one fateful night when her world falls apart and comes together again in a place where she
finally belongs. Sometimes a person just knows when something is right and destined to be. Sometimes convincing
someone else of that fact is a little more difficult. Canaan ad Simeon is that someone else. Canaan is Liege Lord to a House
of Guardians whose job is to protect the Race from a demon threat many no longer believe in. Already breaking away from
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the outdated traditions that are depleting their numbers and threatened by a hierarchy resistant to change, the last thing
Canaan needs is to fall for this innocently sexy Daughter of Man. But fall he does, with a mixture of comedy, drama and
romance that will touch your heart.

Prince of Wolves
A WOMAN IN NEED OF SAVINGA BADASS SOLDIERA LOVE BEYOND REASON Rowan would give his life to protect the woman
he loves. Lyric is determined to save Rowan, even if it's from her own pack. A WOMAN IN NEED OF SAVING Lyric Carmichael
is a shifter in trouble. When a pack of rogue wolves attacks her, she knows she will have to fight for her life. Being a
member of the Iron Wolves MC and a wolf shifter, she's used to fighting, with the odds stacked against her, she's not sure
she'll make it out alive. A BADASS SOLDIER Rowan Shade, a member of the Special Forces has fought many battles, so
wading into the fight to save a gorgeous woman is second nature. Being bitten by Lyric in order to save him from a fate
worse than death, and finding out there are supernatural beings, is one of the most erotic experiences of his life. He just
hopes they live long enough to explore more of this new and wild world. A LOVE BEYOND REASON As Rowan and Lyric
explore their new relationship, the danger to the pack intensifies. When they find out one of their own has betrayed them,
the strength of the entire MC is needed in order for them all to survive the upcoming battle.

Alpha Wolf
Enforcing Boundaries
Good girls shouldn't date bad wolves Fated Match has spent centuries pairing supernatural mates together. Witch and
matchmaker, Chloe Donovan, takes pride in helping her clients find their happy endings. But when werewolf alpha and
millionaire playboy Kieran Clearwater stalks into her office, she may have finally met the one man she can't help. Kieran
has no intention of finding his mate. Love is a weakness he can't afford. But with his pack growing more concerned over his
single status he needs to assure them all is well. What better way to do so than to hire a fake girlfriend he can parade
around at the annual pack retreat? Chloe is coerced into becoming the wolf's temporary mate, but she's determined to
keep their agreement professional. But her seductive partner in crime has other ideas, and his considerable charm makes it
difficult for her to keep her eye on the prize. While these two burn hot when they're together, behind-the-scenes politics
work to rip them apart. Each book in the Fated Match series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Book #1
Love at Stake Book #2 Dying to Date Book #3 The Alpha's Temporary Mate
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The Alpha's Mate
Janine was raised to be a passive and obedient wolf shifter and to always put the will of The Elders before her own—a will
that she never questioned until the one day she was instructed to become the mate of a man she didn’t love and who didn’t
love her. Fed up with rules and obligations, she left everything she knew behind and headed out west. She arrived in West
Texas with the expectation of getting a fresh start as a new woman with no one to answer to but herself. What she didn’t
expect was to discover secrets big enough to tilt her world, and people she would be willing to kill for because of them.
Langston always knew he would be the next True Alpha of his pack, but when his father died, Langston’s premature
promotion had him unsure about his path. With the weight of the pack on his shoulders and a thriving urban ranching
community in West Texas to oversee, the last thing on Langston’s mind is finding a mate. Of course, trouble always finds
you when you’re not looking for it and in blows a woman who shakes up his pack and knocks him off his feet. Her zeal
amazes him and soon the pull between them is undeniable. Will succumbing to the desires of his wolf prove to be the right
move or turn out to be fruitless?
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